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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC’S EXCLUSIVE NON-THEATRICAL CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS!
DVD • Streaming • Digital Delivery

French & Spanish language versions are available for most titles!
Contact your VEC representative to discuss how to obtain National Geographic titles that will enlighten
and motivate your students!
National Geographic has more than 29,000 programs ranging from educational, documentary programs to inspiring,
thought-provoking TV content.

A few of the many 2016 and 2017 titles:
Breakthrough, Season 2
(6 x 60’)
From Brian Grazer and Ron
Howard, this acclaimed series
provides thought-provoking
and imaginative perspectives
on scientific discovery as it
unfolds. This new season
focuses on technology and dives into the
world of cyber attacks, as well as exploring
the Darknet and predicting the future using
patterns in Big Data.

Genius (6 x 60’)
Stephen Hawking reveals our
true potential in a radically
new kind of science show.
Through fun mental and
physical challenges we set
out to see if three volunteers
can solve the puzzles faced
by the greatest minds in history, such as: Are
we alone? Can I time travel? Where are we?
What are we? Where did the universe come
from? Why are we here?

2017 FALL DVD NEW RELEASES

Mars (6x60’)
An epic, gripping series that
mixes nail-biting scripted
drama and feature film-calibre
visual effects, intercut with
documentary and interviews
with scientists, to tell an
incredible story of the first
manned mission to Mars in 2033. Set in both
the present day and an imagined future,
MARS will enthrall anyone who has ever
asked “could we really make Mars home?”

Before the Flood (1 x 90’)
Environmental activist and UN
Messenger of Peace, Leonard
DiCaprio, travels the globe
and interviews people ranging from President Obama
to Pope Francis, to present
an informative and engaging account of how society can prevent the
demise of endangered species, ecosystems
and native communities.

Years of Living
Dangerously, Season 2
(8 x 60’)
The Emmy® award-winning documentary series
returns for an even deeper
look at some of the most
urgent climate change problems threatening the planet - and at some
very real solutions. Celebrities including
David Letterman, Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Sigourney Weaver, Gisele Bündchen, Jack
Black and Ty Burell, report from locations
most affected.

Gender Revolution: A
Journey with
Katie Couric (1 x 120’)
Gender and sexuality can be
fluid, and today transgender
issues are altering the nature
of day-to-day interactions.
To better understand this
complicated social and scientific issue, leading broadcaster Couric talks with scientists,
psychologists, surgeons and activists, as well
as ordinary people who find their bodies and
their lives on the front line of a rapidly changing world.

Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com

Origins: The Journey of
Humankind
(8 x 60’)
National Geographic’s new
landmark series travels back
in time across the entire
sweep of human history
on a quest to discover the
“ORIGIN” moments that have truly made us
modern. It’s a full-sensory, time-travel adventure that delves deep into history to find
the pivotal moments that fueled our evolutionary ascension. Origin moments explored
include fire, medicine, communication and
transportation.

Parched (3 x 60’)
A compelling and shocking
new series that takes an
investigative approach to
finding out who really controls the world’s fresh water.
As well as shining a light on
the lack of regulation in the
U.S., the series also goes global, looking at
how water has become a weapon of war, a
cause of mass migrations and how access to
safe fresh water is dividing the world into the
‘Haves’ and the ‘Have Nots’.

South Africa (3 x 60’)
South Africa is a land of
extraordinary diversity;
where else can you find heat
and cold, desert and tropics, Africa and the Antarctic
altogether in a single country? But why do cold-loving
penguins live next to desert-loving ostriches?
And why do surfing sea snails and live-bearing chameleons survive here just as well?
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
GENERAL INFORMATION

PRICES

All prices and fees are subject to change without notice. Applicable taxes, shipping
and handling charges will be added to each invoice.

PAYMENT

Terms are net thirty (30) days, after which interest of 1.5% per month will be
charged on all outstanding balances. Orders under $100.00 (excluding shipping
and handling) must be prepaid by credit card.

REPLACEMENT OF DEFECTIVE PRODUCT

Any product that is found to be defective due to manufacturing error will be
replaced free of charge.

A division of

VIDEO STREAMING & DUPLICATION RIGHTS

License/Purchase of programs does not include video streaming or duplication
rights. Most programs in this catalogue are available for video streaming and
duplication subject to negotiation. Please contact our customer service department
at (800) 668 0749.

RESTRICTIONS

1. All programs are protected by the Canadian Copyright Act and international copyright

laws. No materials may be reproduced, duplicated, transmitted, or retransmitted,
in whole or in part, in any form or by any means whatsoever, without prior written
consent from Visual Education Centre.
2. No materials may be previewed, rented, loaned, or resold outside the licensee’s/
purchaser’s organizations, subsidiaries, or divisions.
3. Preview or license/purchase conveys the right for use of the programs via
optical projection or conventional video/DVD playback systems only.
4. Programs may not be exported from or sent outside of Canada without the prior
written consent of Visual Education Centre

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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a) All shipments are F.O.B. our premises, and are shipped via the most efficient
and cost effective method, prepaid and charged, unlessother arrange-ments are
made. Rush shipments can be accommodated and the additional charges for this
service will be added to your invoice.
b) All orders are non-rescindable, non-returnable, and non-refundable unless
the goods are damaged, you received an incorrect shipment, or without a “return
authorization” from our Customer Service Department.
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BIOGRAPHY
The Long Walk Home: The Incredible
Journey of Sheila Burnford
For decades, “The Incredible Journey” has been a
family classic with numerous generations embracing
the story of two dogs and a cat lost in the wilderness as they attempt to find their way home. A successful Walt Disney
movie (and subsequent remakes) have kept the story in our hearts. Less
is known about the woman who authored the original book - Sheila
Burnford. Born in Scotland, she was a woman who embraced adventure and found herself in the middle of history during one of Europe’s
most volatile periods. After the war, in her new home in Northwestern
Ontario, she once again set off in search of adventure. Everything she
saw, everything she experienced, would eventually be used in her
writings.
Narrated by Sheila’s daughter, Jonquil Burnford Covello and using
Sheila’s own words (published works and personal correspondence),
family photos and home movies, this film explores the life of an incredible woman who loved adventure, nature and all animals. And in particular her love for a white bullterrier who was with her through the Blitz,
life, death and all major family events. Her desire to memorialize him
would lead to her greatest triumph.
37 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2017 • Franco Finn Films. • SFI07
DVD: $69.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

Edgar Allan Poe: Buried Alive
(American Masters)
“Edgar Allan Poe: Buried Alive” draws on the rich palette
of Poe’s evocative imagery and sharply drawn plots to
tell the real story of the notorious author. Featuring Tony
Award-winning actor Denis O’Hare, the film explores the
misrepresentations of Poe as an alcoholic madman. It
reveals the way in which Poe tapped into what it means
to be a human in our modern and sometimes frightening world.

Rachel Carson (American Experience)
Often called the mother of the modern environmental movement, Rachel Carson rocked the world in
1962 with her book “Silent Spring”, which warned the
American public of the impact of pesticides on the environment and unleashed an extraordinary national debate
about science and safety. At the centre of that firestorm
stood Ms. Carson, a strong, intensely private woman who
balanced her love of the natural world and passion for writing with personal strife, including a heartbreaking battle with breast cancer. Rachel
Carson provides an illuminating and inspiring portrait of a seminal figure whose writings changed the course of a nation and are still highly
relevant today.
3.5 STARS “A stirring tribute to Carson as a prescient critic of the hidden costs
of progress, this is highly recommended.” - Video Librarian, July/August 2017
120 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • AMX72808 • DVD: $$32.99

Danza! Amalia Hernandez and
Mexico’s Folkloric Ballet
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). A celebration of
Amalia Hernández and the rich history of dance in Mexico.
As a child, Amalia always thought she would grow up
to be a teacher - that is, until she saw dancers perform
in her town square. She was fascinated by the way they
twirled and swayed, and she knew that someday she would be a dancer,
too. When she began to study dance, she studied many different types,
including ballet and modern, under some of the best teachers in the
world. But she didn’t stop there. She also traveled throughout Mexico to
learn its regional dances. Soon, she founded her own dance company,
El Ballet Folklorico de Mexico, where she integrated her knowledge
of ballet and modern dance with folkloric dances. Her company then
began performing all over the country--and soon all over the world--and
became an international sensation that still tours today.
10 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM81144 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $500

84 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • AM71701 • DVD: $32.99

2017 FALL DVD NEW RELEASES

Vermeer, Beyond Time
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“Vermeer, Beyond Time” explores the life and work
of one of the most loved, influential, and well-known
artists, Johannes Vermeer. Images from his paintings
have become part of our collective imagination and are
instantly recognizable. In this new feature documentary,
French filmmaker Jean-Pierre Cottet adopts an imaginative and sensitive approach to his subject, focusing
on not only his work, but also his family life; including his conversion
to Catholicism, his artistic contemporaries, and the wider world of
the short- lived Dutch Golden Age of the 17th Century. In 1675, overwhelmed by poverty, physically weakened, and humiliated, Vermeer
dies at the age of 45. Soon afterwards, his paintings are sold to cover
his debts, and Vermeer disappears from memory. His rediscovery some
200 years later has seen his popularity soar, claiming both our hearts
and our admiration. This DVD features subtitles in English (SDH).
90 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • VERM701 • DVD: $32.99
Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille
See page 8 for details.
25 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79745
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400
Shark Lady
See page 14 for details.
23 min. • Gr. K-5 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79905
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS / FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT
Blaze and the Monster Machines: Wild Wheels: Escape to Animal Island
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • ROW4143 • DVD: $16.99
Elmo’s World: Elmo’s Wonderful World
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • ROW4153 • DVD: $16.99
Hey Duggee: The Super Squirrel Badge & Other Stories
Gr. PreK • 2017 • ROW4237 • DVD: $19.98
Mily Miss Questions: Season One
Gr. PreK • 2017 • ROW4168 • DVD: $14.99
My Little Pony: Equestria Girls - Magical Movie Night
Gr. PreK-5 • 2017 • ROW4173 • DVD: $16.99
Paw Patrol: Sea Patrol
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • ROW4226 • DVD: $12.99
Peanuts by Schulz: School Days
Gr. K-5 • 2017 • ROW4170 • DVD: $22.99
Peppa Pig: Princess Peppa
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • E1F5397 • DVD: $13.99
Shimmer and Shine: Magical Pets of Zahramay Falls
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • ROW4157 • DVD: $16.99
Super Wings: Season 1
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • E1F5262 • DVD: $13.98
Thomas & Friends: Journey Beyond Sodor
Gr. PreK-3 • 2017 • ROW4171 • DVD: $19.99

Trollhunters: Season One
Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Gr. K-5 • 2017 • ROW4239 • DVD: $22.99
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com
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FEATURE FILMS & DOCUMENTARIES
Streaming rights for Feature Films marked

An Inconvenient Sequel:
Truth to Power

30%

$143.50

Cost per Title 3 Year

Cost per Title Five Year

1-4 Titles

$550

$900

A decade after “An Inconvenient Truth” brought climate
change into the heart of popular culture comes the riveting and rousing follow-up that shows just how close we
are to a real energy revolution. Vice President Al Gore
continues his tireless fight traveling around the world
training an army of climate champions and influencing
international climate policy. Cameras follow him behind the scenes - in
moments both private and public, funny and poignant - as he pursues
the inspirational idea that while the stakes have never been higher, the
perils of climate change can be overcome with human ingenuity and
passion.
100 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • Paramount • P26227 • DVD: $23.99

Additional charge of $50 plus applicable taxes for DVD master
Additional charge of $75 plus applicable taxes for closed captioning
Discount Offered

Cost per Title One Year

1-4 Titles

0%

$205

5-9 Titles

15%

$174.25

10-15 Titles

20%

$164

16+ Titles

5-9 Titles

$467.50

$765

10-15 Titles

$440

$720

16+ Titles

$385

$630

If you are a Criterion on Demand subscriber you may already have
streaming access to these films. Please contact your CoD representative.

Shana - The Wolf’s Music
Shana is 13 and lives with her father in an
isolated Scw’exmx Nation village. She’s been skipping
school since her mother’s death, burying her sadness in
letters to her which she hangs on a tree. When a new
teacher comes to the village and discovers Shana’s gift for
music, Shana is given a way back into life: a violin audition for a music school. But before the entrance exam, Shana’s father
sells her mother’s antique wolf’s head violin. In search of this precious
memento, she plunges deep into the forest where she befriends a wild
wolf who guides her as she reconnects with her ancestors, including her
mother. Finally, she is able to make peace with her mother’s death and,
absorbed by nature and the spiritual world, Shana finds a unique way of
musical expression, which will allow her to have a career as a violinist.
About the film:

“A Bridge for Cultures” was the apt headline of The Globe and Mail
describing the phenomenon of “Shana - The Wolf’s Music”. The director spent seven months living and working with the Lower Nicola
Indian Band or the Scw’exmx, the People of the Creeks, part of the
Nlaka’pamux First Nation in the interior of British Columbia. Nino
became part of the family and because of the blessings and trust of the
community, especially by the elders and chief and council it was possible to make this film, which is now part of their culture. The entire cast
is local and first time film performers.
Includes extensive Study Guide which sets out the history of residential
schools inCanada.

95 min. • Gr. 6-12, C-A • 2014 • Red Cedar Films • RCF01
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $425

The Glass Castle
Chronicling the adventures of an eccentric, resilient and
tight-knit family, “The Glass Castle” is a remarkable story
of unconditional love. Oscar winner Brie Larson brings
Jeannette Walls’s best-selling memoir to life as a young
woman who, influenced by the joyfully wild nature of her
deeply dysfunctional father (Woody Harrelson), found the
fiery determination to carve out a successful life on her own terms.
127 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2017 • eOne Films • AL528354 • DVD: $27.98

A division of

Rooted in the classic graphic novel series, “Valerian and
Laureline”, visionary writer/director Luc Besson advances
this iconic source material into a contemporary, unique
and epic science fiction saga. Valerian (Dane DeHaan) and
Laureline (Cara Delevingne) are special operatives for the
government of the human territories charged with maintaining order throughout the universe. Valerian has more in mind than
a professional relationship with his partner- blatantly chasing after her
with propositions of romance. But his extensive history with women,
and her traditional values, drive Laureline to continuously rebuff him.
Under directive from their Commander (Clive Owen), Valerian and
Laureline embark on a mission to the breathtaking intergalactic city of
Alpha, an ever-expanding metropolis comprised of thousands of different species from all four corners of the universe. Alpha’s seventeen
million inhabitants have converged over time- uniting their talents,
technology and resources for the betterment of all. Unfortunately, not
everyone on Alpha shares in these same objectives; in fact, unseen
forces are at work, placing our race in great danger.
137 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • eOne Films • AL527765 • DVD: $27.98

A Ghost Story
Recently deceased, a white-sheeted ghost returns to his
suburban home to console his bereft wife, only to find
that in his spectral state he has become unstuck in time,
forced to watch passively as the life he knew and the
woman he loves slowly slip away. Increasingly unmoored,
the ghost embarks on a cosmic journey through memory
and history, confronting life’s ineffable questions and the
enormity of existence.
92 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2017 • Mongrel • MON2596 • DVD: $24.95

War for the Planet of the Apes
In “War for the Planet of the Apes”, the third chapter of
the critically acclaimed blockbuster franchise, Caesar and
his apes are forced into a deadly conflict with an army of
humans led by a ruthless Colonel. After the apes suffer
unimaginable losses, Caesar wrestles with his darker
instincts and begins his own mythic quest to avenge his
kind. As the journey finally brings them face to face,
Caesar and the Colonel are pitted against each other in an epic battle
that will determine the fate of both their species and the future of the
planet.
144 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2017 • Fox • F031873 • DVD: $37.98

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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AWARDS: “Shana – The Wolf’s Music has garnered 23 awards and has been
invited to 66 Film Festivals.

Valerian and the City of
a Thousand Planets
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Megan Leavey
Based on the true life story of a young marine corporal
whose unique discipline and bond with her military
combat dog saved many lives during their deployment in
Iraq. When she is assigned to clean up the K9 unit after a
disciplinary hearing, Leavey identifies with a particularly
aggressive dog, Rex, and is given the chance to train
him. Over the course of their service, Megan and Rex
completed more than 100 missions until an IED explosion injures them,
putting their fate in jeopardy.
116 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2017 • Elevation Pictures • 110008E • DVD: $30.99

Wonder Woman
Before she was Wonder Woman, she was Diana, princess
of the Amazons, trained to be an unconquerable warrior.
Raised on a sheltered island paradise, when an American
pilot crashes on their shores and tells of a massive conflict raging in the outside world, Diana leaves her home,
convinced she can stop the threat. Fighting alongside
man in a war to end all wars, Diana will discover her full
powers - and her true destiny.
141 min. • Gr. 6-A • 2017 • Warner • W2068557 • DVD: $33.99

Churchill
The untold story of Britain’s most celebrated leader,
uncovering the true nature of Churchill’s herculean wartime status and his vital relationship with “Clemmie” - his
backbone and total confidant...the love that inspired him
to greatness.
110 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2017 • Mongrel • MON2597 • DVD: $24.95

Captain Underpants:
The First Epic Movie

2017 FALL DVD NEW RELEASES

Based on the worldwide sensation and bestselling book
series, and boasting an A-list cast of comedy superstars headed by Kevin Hart and Ed Helms, DreamWorks
Animation brings audiences the long-awaited global
movie event, “Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie”.
This raucously subversive comedy for the entire family
tells the story of two overly imaginative pranksters named George
and Harold, who hypnotize their principal into thinking he’s a ridiculously enthusiastic, incredibly dimwitted superhero named Captain
Underpants.
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89 min. • Gr. 1-A • 2017 • Fox • F164685 • DVD: $37.98

Everything, Everything
A 17 year old girl named Madeline Whittier has a rare
disease that causes her to have to stay indoors 24/7 with
her filtered air. Her whole life is basically books, her mom,
and Carla (her nurse). One day, a moving truck pulls in
next door. There she sees Olly. Olly Bright is Maddy’s new
neighbour. They get to know each other through emails.
The more they get to know each other, they more they
fall in love. Olly starts to make Maddy realize that she isn’t really living.
This starts the adventures of Maddy’s new life.

The Complete Anti Bullying Kit Everything You Need to Combat
Bullying at Your School
Offering insight into different facets of bullying at
school, “The Complete Anti Bullying Kit” goes beyond
the bystander, the bully or the victim, to get to the
underlying causes of bullying in the classroom. Host
Keith Deltano uses comedy to show students why they
do what they do, how to change their behaviour as well as the tools
and resources to ignite powerful dialogue and prevent bullying in the
classroom. Includes 3 DVDs plus a Resource Guide. The resource guide
contains questions for classroom and student discussion and student
activities to enforce the key concepts.
175 min. • Gr. 6-12 • 2015 • TMW • Q510DVD • DVD Kit: $225
5-Year Streaming Rights: $600

When the Bough Breaks:
Postpartum Depression
“When The Bough Breaks” is a feature length documentary about postpartum depression and postpartum psychosis. Narrated and executive produced by
Brooke Shields, this shocking film uncovers this public
health issue which affects one in five new mothers after
childbirth.
The film follows Lindsay Gerszt, a mother who has been suffering from
PPD for six years. Lindsay agrees to let the cameras document her and
give us an in-depth look at her path to recovery. We meet women who
have committed infanticide and families who have lost loved ones to
suicide.
Babies are dying, women aren’t speaking out and the signs are being
missed. “When The Bough Breaks” takes us on a journey to find
answers and break the silence. This film also features stories from
singer Carnie Wilson, actress Tanya Newbould, celebrity chef Aarti
Sequeira and Peggy Tanous of “The Real Housewives of Orange County.”
93 min. • Gr. 9-12, C-A • 2016 • Point of View Pictures • POV01
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $425

Yard Sale
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). Callie’s family
can’t stay in their house, so they’re moving to an apartment in the city. The new place is “small but nice,” Mom
says, and most of their things won’t fit. So, today, almost
everything Callie’s family owns is spread out in their front
yard - their furniture, their potted flowers, even Callie’s
bike. And it’s kind of hard to watch people buy your stuff,
even if you understand why it has to happen. With sensitivity and grace,
Eve Bunting and Lauren Castillo portray an event that is at once both
familiar and difficult, making clear that home isn’t about what you have
but rather whom you hold close.
“While the topic is an extremely tough one, Bunting tackles it with her usual
grace and poise. The clear and concise writing is a wonderful choice for the
subject matter...A vital purchase for collections everywhere.”
- School Library Journal, Starred Review
9 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM71022 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $350

96 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • Warner • W2074584 • DVD: $33.99
Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com
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GUIDANCE AND HEALTH
My Transgender Life - Male or Female?
I Am Who I Am
A moving documentary on what it’s like to be transgender, to grow up in the wrong gender and eventually
transition to a different sex. A documentary designed to
record, share and celebrate the personal stories of transgender women and men and their stories of struggle, of
courage and of triumph. Though they vary in age, ethnicity and socio-economic backgrounds, each person has fought to cast
off the gender assigned to them at birth and embrace their true selves.
This program covers what it’s like to grow up in the wrong gender and
eventually transition. The decision to transition from one gender to
another is a life changing one not just for the transgender person but
for their family and friends. Male or female, boy or girl? Most of us can
answer that question without a second thought, but for some people,
the answer isn’t so simple. This documentary takes us firsthand into the
lives of seven people who are transgender, revealing their struggles and
life changing transitions. It takes a powerful look at this new generation,
exploring the medical possibilities, struggles and choices transgender
teens, adults and their families face today. Encouraging classroom discussion, this program helps students to think of the differences in each
of us in a positive way, breaking stereotypes, acceptance, challenging
prejudice and increasing visibility for the transgender community.
3 STARS “A slice-of-life doc on a timely topic, this is recommended.”
- Video Librarian, May/June 2017
47 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016 • TMW • T2530DVD • DVD: $59.99
5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

Rehab: Life Beyond Getting High
(Teens in Treatment)
Rehab or treatment for addiction begins with the desire to
stop using drugs or alcohol and choose a clean and sober life.
For many teens, this may seem like an impossible task especially when their life seems to have lost all meaning. Nearly
all addicted teens think they can stop using on their own and
most try to stop without treatment. Although many are successful, many
continue down the path of addiction and on the road of substance dependence. Understanding that addiction has a fundamental biological component may help explain the difficulty in abstinence without treatment. Many
teens in addition to having problems with drugs or alcohol also have problems with depression, anxiety, school phobia and panic attacks. Because
they start using drugs at a young age, they don’t develop the normal social
skills needed to enter adulthood. They have very little discipline because
they’ve never cultivated those habits. At first teens think using drugs or
alcohol helps them fit in and can relieve stress either at home or at school.
However, they soon realize it doesn’t fix anything and their problems keep
coming back and often get worse. This program teaches teens that living a
life of addiction is one that can be changed. Personal accomplishments can
be achieved and a healthy successful life, without dependence on drugs or
alcohol is possible. Includes a Teacher’s Guide.
30 min. • Gr. 8-12 • 2017 • TMW • Q516DVD • DVD: $84.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

The Warning Signs of Addiction
(Teens in Treatment)

25 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016 • TMW • T2531DVD • DVD: $59.99
5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

30 min. • Gr. 8-12 • 2017 • TMW • Q515DVD • DVD: $84.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

My Transgender Life - Paul Wears Dresses

Let’s Talk About: Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder
Even though PTSD is often times associated with soldiers and their
experience on the battlefield, research shows that 7.8% of the entire
population will suffer from PTSD at sometime in their lives. Children,
teens, adults, are all people at risk at developing PTSD after experiencing a life threatening experience or be in a situation where they may
have to deal with a parent or loved-one who has been diagnosed with
PTSD. This program helps viewers to recognize the warning signs and
symptoms of PTSD, and understand the available treatment options
and how to support the treatment and healing process. Students will

A division of

learn that experiencing any life-threatening event can cause PTSD and
that it can develop over time. The program demonstrates how PTSD
can negatively impact many aspects of a person’s life and the people
close to them. PTSD can cause a variety of physical and mental health
problems and places additional stress on relationships, work and
school. Students will come to realize that PTSD is not a disorder that
will just go away. The program explores the various types of treatment
including talk treatment, medication, psychoanalytic therapy and cognitive processing therapy. Includes a Teacher’s Guide.
16 min. • Gr. 7-12 • 2017 • Mazzarella/Cerebellum • DVD • GH5443 • $129.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $400 • MZGH5443
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“Paul Wears Dresses” follows the struggles of Stefonknee
Wolscht, a transgender woman trying to rebuild her life.
Losing her home and her family, Stefonknee gives a firsthand account of the many challenges transgender people
face. Stefonknee Wolscht was the quintessential working
man. He was a married father of 7, an upstanding member
of the Catholic Church and a successful car mechanic. In
his 40’s Stefonknee risked everything to transition from male to female.
In this intimate documentary, learn about her journey, how it shaped her
and what she hopes her tomorrow will look like. Follow her path that
has been both liberating, challenging and at times filled with deep pain.
The decision to transition from one gender to another is a life changing
one, not just for the transgender person, but for their family and friends.
This program takes a powerful look at this new generation, exploring the
medical possibilities, struggles and choices transgender teens, adults
and their families face today. Learn what it’s like to grow up in the wrong
gender and eventually transition from one sex to another.

SO WHO BECOMES ADDICTED? Most people don’t
understand why or how someone can become addicted to
drugs or alcohol or any other substance that completely
dominates their life. This series takes an in-depth look at
teen addiction. It provides a personal connection with
those in recovery, the steps to recovery and an honest look at substance
abuse. Teenagers all go through traumatic experiences and symptoms
of depression. In many cases they don’t have the resources to deal
with their problems. Many times they turn to drugs as a solution or as
a coping mechanism if they feel they can’t deal with a problem on their
own. This often leads to a path of addiction. This program discusses the
traits that can be found in an addictive personality, the warning signs
and the attraction to try drugs. It takes a look at what can take a seemingly normal teen down the road of addiction and the intense process of
treatment and recovery. Some of the most common paths to addiction
include; the desire to belong, to be accepted, to be popular, boredom,
depression, low self-esteem, peer pressure from social expectation and
taking prescription medication that turns to dependency. This program
addresses the physical, mental and behavioral effects of drug abuse and
the effective treatment options. Features clinical addiction psychologists,
mental health and teen drug abuse experts. Includes a Teacher’s Guide.
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GUIDANCE AND HEALTH
Let’s Talk About: Diabetes
Type 2 diabetes is reaching near-epidemic levels. It is a
serious health condition affecting millions of people and
increasing their risk for additional health issues. More young
people have been diagnosed with diabetes than ever before.
This live-action video program is designed to increase a student’s awareness of the disease by presenting information
that will help them better understand diabetes and more
importantly know the risk factors to prevent getting the disease. Colourful
animation and vivid graphics help demonstrate how energy gets to your
body’s cells, and the roles of the pancreas, glucose, blood and insulin.
Students will understand step by step how the process should work, and
then, how it works for a person with diabetes. The program explores the
warning signs of diabetes and how new technologies can help treat the disease. In addition, children will learn how they can help lowering their risk of
getting type 2 disease with healthy lifestyle choices such as eating healthy
foods and exercising. Includes a Teacher’s Guide.
12 min. • Gr. 3-6 • 2017 • Mazzarella/Cerebellum
DVD: GH5336 • $129.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400 • MZGH5336

Real World Science: All About Vaccines
This program presents an explanation of the human
immune system and how it defends the body from
pathogens that cause disease. Viewers learn the difference between the innate and adaptive immune systems.
They will understand how scientists, using the scientific
method, were first able to develop vaccines and that
modern scientists continue to create new and better vaccines to prevent diseases that can be deadly to people around the world. Viewers
will learn the importance of “community immunity.”
This program will help students:
•
•
•
•
•

Learn that vaccines help to stop the spread of many diseases;
Understand the immune system defends the body from pathogens;
Realize that infectious disease can spread from one person to another;
Recognize that scientists used the scientific method to develop vaccines;
Know that immunizing enough people reduces the chance of a disease
outbreak;
• Realize that vaccinations have eliminated diseases like Smallpox and Polio.
12 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2017 • Mazzarella/Cerebellum
5-Year Streaming Rights: MZGH5332 - $400 • DVD: GH5332 – $64.95
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Real World Science: Biological Vectors
and Infectious Diseases
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This program uses incredible videography, photos, animation, and graphics to introduce students to biological
vectors. It explores various types of diseases spread by
vectors including: the Zika virus, Lyme Disease, Malaria,
Dengue and Yellow Fever. The video vividly demonstrates
how a mosquito sucks blood from a human and then explains how a
pathogen is transmitted. Students will learn how scientists who study
insects and infectious diseases can use the information they gather to
help control and prevent the transmission of vector-borne diseases.
This program will help students:
•
•
•
•

Learn that biological vectors are animals that carry and transmit disease;
Name the types of animals that can become vectors;
Understand how a mosquito transmits disease;
Recognize that scientists develop ways to prevent and control the spread of
vector-borne diseases;
• Know the natural history of vectors;
• Realize that mosquitoes are the most dangerous animals on the plane.
14 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2017 • Mazzarella/Cerebellum
5-Year Streaming Rights: MZGH5333 - $400 • DVD: GH5333 – $64.95

LITERACY AND LITERATURE
Romeo & Juliet
William Shakespeare’s most beloved work, “Romeo &
Juliet”, is brought to life in this modern, contemporary,
re-telling. This film delivers a fresh vision and a poetic
vibrancy that will captivate young and old alike...
This film divides nicely into three acts with natural stopping points at approx. 30 min marks. The first Act tells
Romeo’s story, the second Juliet’s and the final Act depicts their brief
lives together.
Synopsis: Romeo and Juliet, teens from rival families, meet at a party
where they fall hard for each other. While they long to be together,
they are convinced their parents will not consent to their relationship
and are secretly married by Friar Laurence. Shortly after, in an act of
vengeance, Romeo kills Juliet’s cousin Tybalt, and is banished - sentenced to death if he should return. Unaware she is already married,
Juliet’s parents tell her they’ve given her to be married. She refuses, but
later agrees after arranging with Friar Lawrence to fake her death and
escape to be with Romeo. Juliet takes a sleeping potion that will make
it appear she is dead. After a miscommunication, Romeo believes that
Juliet is dead and heartbroken, goes to Juliet’s tomb and kills himself.
When Juliet awakes, she finds Romeo dead at her side. Determined to
be with him, she kills herself. “For never was a story of more woe than
this of Juliet and her Romeo”. Includes online Guide.
101 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2017 • Parking Garage Pictures • PGP01
DVD: $49.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $325

Put Your Heart on the Page:
Developing Your Characters
“Developing Your Characters”, like its predecessors, aims
to give the viewer an all-important one-to-one learning
experience which they can peruse at their leisure, stopping to take in what is being imparted, or to consider
their own responses to questions posed. There is homework in the way of exercises for those who are writing to
think about, such as, “What does each main character want? What do
they need in their life that provides a motivating force for them through
the story?” These exercises have been compiled by Anne’s long term
literary agent Meg Davis.
“...the knowledgeable author’s thoughtful advice makes this a valuable tool for
both seasoned and novice writers.” - Booklist
66 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM20008P
DVD: $275 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $350
Also Available:
• Put Your Heart on the Page: An Introduction to Writing
• Put Your Heart on the Page: Plotting To Enrich Your Back Story

Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). Louis Braille was just
five years old when he lost his sight. He was a clever boy,
determined to live like everyone else, and what he wanted
more than anything was to be able to read. But even at the
school for the blind in Paris, there were no books for him.
And so he invented his own alphabet - a whole new system for writing that could be read by touch - a system so ingenious that
it is still used by the blind community today. Award-winning writer Jen
Bryant tells Braille’s inspiring story with a lively and accessible text that’s
filled with the sounds, smells, and touch of Louis’s world. Boris Kulikov’s
inspired paintings help viewers understand what Louis lost and what he
was determined to gain back through books.

25 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79745
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $500
Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com
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LITERACY & LITERATURE
Poldark Revealed
Join the cast and crew of Poldark, as well as the
award-winning creative team behind the series, on this
exclusive journey to discover the true stories behind
the history, the books, and the characters of Winston
Graham’s saga. Poldark Revealed uncovers the passion
behind the people bringing Graham’s novels to life,
with their unforgettable characters, gripping story, fiery
passions, and stunning scenery. Along with interviews from eminent
historians, Andrew Graham, the son of Winston Graham, reveals how
his father began writing the Poldark novels when he moved to Cornwall
and served as a coast guard during WWII. Dig deep into the history of
Cornwall and discover just what makes Ross Poldark the unforgettable
hero the world has come to love.
60 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • POLD7201 • DVD: $32.99

L.M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green
Gables: The Good Stars
Anne Shirley is thirteen years old and finds that life in
Avonlea is never simple. Torn between her free-spirited
nature and her own perceived need to become sensible,
Anne finds that the journey toward her goal is fraught
with confusion and more than a few unfortunate yet
amusing mishaps in “L.M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green
Gables: The Good Stars”.
90 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • PBS • ANNE702 • DVD: $25.99

Shana - The Wolf’s Music

See page 5 for details.
95 min. • Gr. 6-12, C-A • 2014 • RCF01
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $425

Long Walk Home: The Incredible
Journey of Sheila Burnford
See page 4 for details.

37 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2017 • Franco Finn Films. SFI07
DVD: $69.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

MATHEMATICS

ODD SQUAD SEASON 2

Circles

Odd Squad is a live-action comedy about a high-tech
organization run by kids that investigates anything
strange, weird and especially odd. Embedded in each
“Odd Squad” story is a math concept aimed at kids in
grades 1-2.

This video explores the main features of circles. Special
attention is given to the computation of the circumference and area of circles. The nature of cylinders is also
explored.
16 min. • Gr. 6-8 • 2017 • Visual Learning Company • VLC361
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $325

Perimeter and Area
In this program students are introduced to perimeter
and area. Easy-to-understand examples enable students
to understand the process by which perimeter is calculated. The area of rectangles, parallelograms, and triangles is also clearly illustrated. Other terminology includes: polygons,
units of length, square units, right triangle, and parallel.
14 min. • Gr. 6-8 • 2017 • Visual Learning Company • VLC360
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $325

Ratios and Rates

15 min. • Gr. 6-8 • 2017 • Visual Learning Company • VLC363
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $325

Volume and Density
Volume
and

Density
www.visuallearningsys.com

This video explores the concepts of volume, mass, and
density. The means by which volume and density are calculated is highlighted. Everyday examples of each make
the concepts easy to understand.

15 min. • Gr. 6-8 • 2017 • Visual Learning Company • VLC362
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $325
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Titles in Series:

Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 1 (4 Episodes) - ODDS2V1
EPISODE 201
First Day - In this two-part episode, agents struggle with a case while
Oscar interviews candidates to run the Odd Squad Creature Room.
Curriculum: Data and charts
EPISODE 202
Back to the Past - When the agents are accidentally transported to the
future, they need to figure out what day it is or risk a time-tastrophe!
Curriculum: Using a calendar, understanding the concept of past, present and future
Odd Squad Needs You - When Odd Squad is asked to make a recruitment commercial, Ms. O proves difficult. Curriculum: Time-learning how
many seconds equal a minute, exploring what you can do in 1 minute
EPISODE 203
Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd - When things in town get
covered in jam, the agents turn to Odd Todd for help. Curriculum:
Solving codes using patterns and addition
Failure to Lunch - When the agents go to lunch, they struggle to relax
and ignore the oddness. Curriculum: Measurement
EPISODE 204
The O Team - Security agents Owen and Ohio secretly provide backup
on a case so they can have a pizza party. Curriculum: Symmetry
Show Me The Money - When an unlucky coin is accidentally released
into the public, the agents must retrieve it before the world ends.
Curriculum: Money
Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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This video investigates the meaning of ratios and rates.
Special emphasis is given to the processes of comparing
ratios and simplifying ratios. Real-life examples help students comprehend these often hard-to-teach concepts.

40x27 min. • Gr. 1-2 • 2016-17 • Sinking Ship • S0004780 • DVD Series: $170
Each: $19.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights - Series: $5,600 • Each: $200 per episode
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Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 4 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V4

Odd Squad Seasson 2, Volume 2 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V2

EPISODE 213
Drop Gadget Repeat - The agents try to escape from a time loop.
Curriculum: Addition

EPISODE 205
Oscar Strikes Back - In this two-part episode, Oscar attends a gathering of Odd Squad scientists called Lab-Con at Odd Squad Academy.
Curriculum: Place value and multi-addend addition
EPISODE 206
Olympia’s Day - When a new room opens up in headquarters, all the
agents want a piece. Curriculum: Fractions
Otis’s Day - Getting a villain back to headquarters proves cumbersome
when the tubes are down for maintenance. Curriculum: Measurement;
Money

Not OK Computer - The agents get trapped in a computer. Curriculum:
Using standard to measure length and capacity
EPISODE 215
O is for Opposite - When Ms. O gets trapped in a mirror, an opposite
Ms. O enters the real world. Curriculum: Data analysis and graphing;
Prediction and probability

A Case of the Sillies - Dr. O gets an odd illness called the Sillies.
Curriculum: Measurement; Using standard measurement to measure
capacity and length

Agent Oksana’s Kitchen Nightmares - The agents try to resolve a disagreement between Ms. O and Oksana. Curriculum: Estimation; Skip
counting

EPISODE 208
Flawed Squad - The Villains team up to break into Odd Squad headquarters. Curriculum: Data Collection and analysis; Using tally marks to
track data; Graphing

EPISODE 216
Rookie Night - It’s party time for all the new agents at Odd Squad.
Curriculum: Temperature: Using a thermometer; Associating different
climates/seasons with degrees

The Creature Whisperer - The agents struggle to catch an odd creature.
Curriculum: Composition and decomposition of 2D shapes

Who Let The Doug Out? - Delivery Doug needs help with an egg situation. Curriculum: Partitioning (early division); Multiplication

EPISODE 209
Happy Halfiversary - The agents celebrate an important milestone in
their partnership. Curriculum: Using a calendar; Understanding how
many days in a week and how many months in a year
Good Egg Bad Egg - The agents try to determine what kind of creature
will hatch from an egg. Curriculum: Data analysis and measurement
EPISODE 210
Night Shift - The agents discover things are very different at Odd Squad
at night. Curriculum: Mapping; Using coordinates
Put Me In Coach - Coach O determines which agents get to visit the unicorns in Cloud Town. Curriculum: Measurement; Using a pan balance to
measure relative weight
EPISODE 211
Extreme Cakeover - When a virus that turns people into cakes spreads
through Headquarters, the agents try to contain the outbreak.
Curriculum: Data analysis; Sorting and classifying
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EPISODE 214
High Maintenance - Agents switch jobs with the maintenance department for a day. Curriculum: Word problems involving multi-addend
addition and multiplication

EPISODE 207
And Then They Were Puppies - When every agent turns into a puppy,
it’s up to Agent Ohlm to save the day. Curriculum: Understanding maps;
Position, location and direction

Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 3 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V3
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20 Questions - A villain sets off a backwards bubble. Curriculum:
Numerical relations; Using a number line; Understanding greater than/
less than

A Job Well Undone - The agents compete to win Agents of the Month.
Curriculum: Word problems involving numerical relations; Using a number line
EPISODE 212
Three’s Company - Ms. O gets kicked out of her office due to odd infestations. Curriculum: Combining 3-D shapes
Behind Enemy Mimes - Ms. O needs the agents’ help to track down her
old partner, O’Donahue. Curriculum: Grouping; Multiplication

Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 5 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V5
EPISODE 217
The Cherry-On-Top-Inator - Agents recall how a beloved gadget helped
them. Curriculum: Prediction and probability
Sir - The agents bring someone with an odd problem back to headquarters. Curriculum: Time
EPISODE 218
Orchid’s Almost Half Hour Talent Show - All the agents want to be a
part of Orchid’s talent show. Curriculum: Fair sharing; Equi-partitioning
The Perfect Score - It’s villain report card day at Odd Squad. Curriculum:
Word problems involving addition and numerical relations; Using a
number line
EPISODE 219
The Voice - A villain steals Ms. O’s voice. Curriculum: Understanding
wholes and halves
Problem Partners - The agents are called in to help when Ohlm and
Orchid have problems working together. Curriculum: Rounding to the
nearest 10; Odd and even numbers
EPISODE 220
Oona and the Oonabots - Oona uses her Oonabots to fix an odd problem. Curriculum: Coding; Spatial reasoning
The Ninja Situation - Odd Squad must go undercover to recover a
stolen gadget. Curriculum: Fractions: partitioning simple shapes into
halves, thirds, fourths, sixths and eighths

Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com
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Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 6 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V6
EPISODE 221
Breakfast Club - Delivery Debbie goes undercover to stop a group of
villains. Curriculum: Hundreds Chart, Odd and even numbers, Greater/
less than, Two-digit numbers, Place value
Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent - When Olympia finds out Dr. O is leaving,
she struggles to throw the best goodbye party ever. Curriculum: Money,
Subtraction
EPISODE 222
Xs and Os - Special agents from the Big O’s office threaten to shut down
Odd Squad. Curriculum: Money and budgeting; number lines; addition;
early subtraction counting by 10’s.
Dr. O No - Oona meets Dr. O’s replacement. Curriculum: MeasurementLength, Capacity
EPISODE 227
Two Agents and a Baby - Olympia and Otis are forced to babysit Baby
Genius. Curriculum: Solving for an unknown number, Early multiplication & Early Division.
Ocean and the Fly - Oona tells the story of when she switched bodies
with a fly. Curriculum: measuring length and circumference
EPISODE 228
Hands on a Desk Chair - When Ms. O leaves to conduct a super-secret
mission, the agents compete to figure out who is in charge.
Curriculum: Grouping and Early Division
There’s No ‘O’ in Obot - Otis and Olympia are stuck with a new robot
partner. Curriculum: Data Collection and Analysis, Charts to analyze
data

Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 7 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V7
EPISODE 223/224/225
Odd Squad: The Movie - When a group of adults run Odd Squad out
of business, the agents are forced to become regular kids again until
something very odd happens. Curriculum: Importance of Mathematical
Practices, Doubling an amount, Dividing among in half
EPISODE 226
Negative Town - The agents go to Negative Town to track a villain.
Curriculum: Negative numbers
License to Science - Oona must pass her lab director’s test or risk
getting kicked off Odd Squad. Curriculum: Odd & Even numbers, Early
Algebra, Addition and Subtraction

Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 8 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V8

Slow Day - Otis and Olympia investigate why people in town are stuck
in slow motion. Curriculum: Data collection and analysis, Geometry and
spatial skills, Understanding maps
EPISODE 230
Villains in Need are Villains Indeed - Odd Squad and Villains work
together to stop a giant robot. Curriculum: Coding, Code-breaking &
Computational Thinking, Mapping

Haunt Squad - Odd Squad is haunted by a ghost. Curriculum: Algebraic
Thinking: Patterns
EPISODE 232
Where There’s a Wolf, There’s a Way - Otis and Olympia stop werewolf Olaf from turning back into a boy. Curriculum: Money, subtraction
strategies
New Jacket Required - Otis struggles with his new high-tech agent’s
jacket. Curriculum: Negative numbers and simple operations.

Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 9 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V9
EPISODE 233
Deposit Slip Up - Odd Squad builds an exact replica of the villain’s vault
to intercept a jetpack. Curriculum: symmetry and lines of symmetry
Villains Always Win - Olympia tries to win back a stolen gadget on a
villain game show. Curriculum: Temperature at which water freezes
EPISODE 234
Other Olympia - Agent Olympia is not happy when an agent with the
same name shows up at headquarters. Curriculum: Measuring temperature
Total Zeroes - Ms. O tells Olympia and Otis a story about a famous villain duo. Curriculum: Adding, subtracting and multiplying by zero.
INTERNATIONAL EPISODE 235/236
World Turned Odd - When Oona, Olympia and Otis accidentally change
the past, they undo every odd case Odd Squad ever solved. Curriculum:
3D shapes, Sound, color, shape, letter and number patterns, skip counting and operations patterns

Odd Squad Season 2, Volume 10 (4 Episodes) – ODDS2V10
EPISODE 237
It Takes Goo to Make a Feud Go Right - Olympia and Otis are tasked
with calling a truce between feuding guests. Curriculum: Using a Venn
Diagram, 3D shapes: spheres and cubes
Friends of Odd Squad - Ms. O leaves headquarters in the hands of an
unlikely crew. Curriculum: Spatial Sense: Mapping; Position, Location
and Direction
EPISODE 238
Saving Agent Orson - The agents try and stop baby Agent Orson from
getting kicked off the squad. Curriculum: Using bar graphs, pie charts,
and Venn diagrams to sort, classify, and analysis data.
The Scientist - Oona gets zapped to an alternate dimension. Curriculum:
Place value, number operations
EPISODE 239
Who Is Agent Otis? - Olympia discovers a secret about her partner.
Curriculum: Charts; Line graphs. Data Analysis and Collection
EPISODE 240
Odds and Ends - The agents must come together to battle a common
enemy. Curriculum: Charts; Line graphs. Data Analysis and Collection

Happily Ever Odd - The agents accidentally lose someone in headquarters. Curriculum: Early Algebra--solving for an unknown in the middle of
an equation.
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EPISODE 229
Shapely University - Agents compete against rival Odd Squad agents to
solve an odd problem. Curriculum: Geometry & Spatial Sense, Parallel
lines, Parallelograms

EPISODE 231
Safe House in the Woods - Owen and new recruit Ozlyn wait out
a storm while transporting a creature. Curriculum: Measurement
- Capacity
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MEDIA STUDIES
Visual Communication Series (4 Vol.)
One of the more recent aspects of mass communication is a focus on visual
communication. Using interviews with four of the foundational scholars,
this series offers those who study and teach visual communication, a more
humanized, personalized approach to understanding theorists and their
work. Each program features one-on-one interviews with founding scholars
in the visual communication field focusing on their background (how they
got into the field), their contribution, their critics and their future work.
Each scholar addresses visual communication from a different perspective.
Titles in Series:
• Applied Media Aesthetics with Herb Zettl (F2879DVD)
• Visual Analysis of Presidential Debates with Robert Tiemens (F2880DVD)
• Media Ethics and Journalism with Paul Martin Lester (F2881DVD)
• Images of Advertising and Propaganda with Paul Messaris (F2882DVD)
4x20-25 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • First Light • S0004779 • DVD Series: $395
Each: $99.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights • Series: $790 • Each: $200

Old Age Makeup Techniques - Silicone
Prosthetic Creation & Special Makeup FX
for Film and TV
Learn the prosthetic design, sculpturing, molding, foaming,
colouring & application techniques. Even in this digital age,
one cinematic art that requires the hand-on skills of the
artist at all phases of the process is the creation of old-age
makeup. While various stages for film and video can be
achieved non-prosthetically, the process requires specific detail in the
creation and application of facial and bodily prosthetics. This instructional
program teaches the step-by-step process to create professional old-age
makeup. From life-casting of the actor’s face, sculpting the full makeup in
clay, to creating individual prosthetic appliances, the complete pre-production preparatory stage of the makeup application is explored. Featuring Rob
Burman, Hollywood make-up effects artist & 30 year prosthetic veteran.
Burman’s work includes legendary films The Thing, Ghostbusters, The Fly,
Super Mario Bros & Mighty Morphin’ Power Rangers. Teaches How To:
Create a life-like silicone prosthetic and to apply it to your model; Create a
naturalistic and believable character prosthetic; Work with polyurethanes
to make “state of the art” moulds; Air Brushing vinyl to encapsulate; Tints
and washes color techniques.
30 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • First Light • F2697DVD • DVD: $129.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $260

NATIVE STUDIES

Raven Tales Series (26 Volumes)

Shana - The Wolf’s Music

The multiple award-winning “Raven Tales” series is based on the First
Nation folklore of the Northwest coast region. The series focuses on
the wild and funny adventures of Raven, the most powerful deity of
Aboriginal mythology. Each episode features an original interpretation
of a popular tale from the folklore of our first peoples.

Shana is 13 and lives with her father in an isolated
Scw’exmx Nation village. She’s been skipping school since
her mother’s death, burying her sadness in letters to her
which she hangs on a tree. When a new teacher comes
to the village and discovers Shana’s gift for music, Shana
is given a way back into life: a violin audition for a music school. But
before the entrance exam, Shana’s father sells her mother’s antique
wolf’s head violin. In search of this precious memento, she plunges
deep into the forest where she befriends a wild wolf who guides her as
she reconnects with her ancestors, including her mother. Finally, she is
able to make peace with her mother’s death and, absorbed by nature
and the spiritual world, Shana finds a unique way of musical expression,
which will allow her to have a career as a violinist.

2017 FALL DVD NEW RELEASES

About the film:
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“A Bridge for Cultures” was the apt headline of The Globe and Mail
describing the phenomenon of “Shana - The Wolf’s Music”. The director spent seven months living and working with the Lower Nicola
Indian Band or the Scw’exmx, the People of the Creeks, part of the
Nlaka’pamux First Nation in the interior of British Columbia. Nino
became part of the family and because of the blessings and trust of the
community, especially by the elders and chief and council it was possible to make this film, which is now part of their culture. The entire cast
is local and first time film performers.

Titles in Series:
• How Raven Stole the Sun (Ep. 1)
• Raven and the First People (Ep. 2)
• The Sea-Wolf (Ep. 3)
• Gone Fishing (Ep. 4)
• Love and War (Ep. 5)
• Bald Eagle (Ep. 6)
• Child of Tears (Ep. 7)
• Howl at the Moon (Ep. 8)
• Raven and the Coyote (Ep. 9)
• Raven Gets Sick (Ep. 10)
• The Flood (Ep. 11)
• The Gathering (Ep. 12)
• Rough Face Girl (Ep. 13)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dream, Dream, Dream (Ep. 14)
Dog Days (Ep. 15)
Great Bear Rock (Ep. 16)
Baby Blues (Ep. 17)
Starlight Starbright (Ep. 18)
The Games (Ep. 19)
Spiders and Dreams (Ep. 20)
Bukwas (Ep. 21)
Work and Play (Ep. 22)
Change and Butterflies (Ep. 23)
A Day in the Life (Ep. 24)
The Return of Kulos (Ep. 25)
Musicians of the Sun (Ep. 26)

Includes extensive Study Guide which sets out the history of residential
schools in Canada.
AWARDS: “Shana – The Wolf’s Music has garnered 23 awards and has been
invited to 66 Film Festivals.
95 min. • Gr. 6-12, C-A • 2014 • RCF01
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $425

26x21-24 min. • Gr. K-8 • 2014 • Dreamscape • S0004783
DVD Series: $775 • Each: $29.95
5-Year Streaming Rights - Series: $9,100 • Each: $350

Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com

A division of

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT -TEACHING ARABIC
Teaching Foreign Languages
K-12: Arabic (8 Vol.)
With more than 300 million speakers,
Arabic is the fifth-most spoken language
in the world. And teaching of the Arabic
language and Arab culture is growing in
schools. The “Teaching Arabic” collection
was developed specifically for teachers
of Arabic to improve their students’
ability to communicate in Arabic by using
the 5Cs from the ACTFL World Readiness
Standards for Learning Languages. The
library includes an overview video and
seven Arabic classroom videos showing 1st- through 12th-grade students
at introductory through low-advanced
language proficiency levels. Students use
Arabic for informal interactions and to
learn content from other discipline areas.
In the classroom programs, teachers
from schools across the country model
inter-personal, interpretive, and presentational modes of communication. A
website and guide accompany the video
programs, providing a complete professional development experience.

Arabic Overview Video

Provides background on the standards with commentary
by teaching experts and clips from the classroom programs. (7:46 min)

People Who Help Us

Arabic Grade 1: Khamael Alaloom introduces her class to
people who help in the community and teaches a new
letter of the alphabet. She projects images of community helpers and reviews their names and what they do.
(8:21 min.)

Vegetables We Like

Arabic Grade 2: Rita Lahoud’s Art and Arabic students
draw pictures of vegetables they like and don’t like.
Students discuss in pairs what they do and then present
what their drawings to the whole class. (9:24 min.)

Comparing the Weather

Arabic Grade 6: Rael Fawzy’s class learns about the weather
in the Arab world and practices speaking and writing using
Modern Standard Arabic and dialects. Showing slides about
the weather in Chicago and Egypt he asks the class about
the weather in each place. (8:38 min.)

How We Spend Our Free Time

Grade 8: Arabic 1: In a unit on hobbies Katie
Quackenbush’s novice-level students practice asking and
answering questions about what they like to do in their
free time. In a small-group activity students pick a card

SCIENCE AND NATURE
Real World Science: The Science of
Climate Change
This program begins by explaining how scientists have
learned that Earth’s climate has changed many times over
billions of years and that Earth’s climate is always changing. Students also learn the difference between “global
warming” and climate change. In the video students will
come to understand that climatologists are scientists that look for evidence from the past to help study climate change. Viewers will learn
about the natural factors that affect climate change as well as the connection between burning of fossil fuels and climate change.
This program will help students:
•
•
•
•
•

Learn climate change is dynamic and Earth’s climate is always changing;
Understand there are natural factors that cause climate change;
Realize the connection between the burning of fossil fuels and climate change;
Know the effects of climate change on all living things including humans;
Learn what people need to do to reduce their impact on climate change.

Engineering: Learning About Composite Materials
Although any material made from at least two discrete substances is considered a composite, this episode focuses mainly
on how composite materials are used in specific industries and why
innovations are changing the way that buildings, vehicles, and infrastructure are being designed and manufactured. We explore what the future
holds for these amazing materials as well as the impact they have on our
everyday lives. Includes a guide containing Critical Thinking Exercises.

Making Sales Calls

Grades 9 & 11: Arabic 1: Eric Bartolotti’s class of novice
and heritage speakers use basic greetings and express
likes and dislikes through a role-playing activity. Students
pair off, assuming the roles of telemarketers and customers. (7:02 min.)

A Place I Call Home

Grades 9 & 10: Arabic II/III: In a lesson rich with music
and visuals, Manar Mayalah’s students learn vocabulary
to describe the rooms and exterior features of modern
and traditional houses in Arab cultures. (9:33 min.)

Making Plans

Grades 9-12: Arabic V/VI: Students converse about
what they will be doing in the future, first in pairs then
expanding to a group of four. Belal Joundeya presents
a scenario in which two celebrities negotiate their busy
schedules to agree on a dinner date, and then he roleplays a similar situation with a student volunteer. (10:25
min.)
The “Teaching Arabic” collection is funded by Qatar
Foundation International and Annenberg Learner.
8 x approx. 7-10 min. • 2016 • Annenberg Learner
DVD: $60 • ANNFLADV
5-Year Streaming Rights $325 • Guide: $50 - ANFLSGF

Robots & Robotics: An Introduction to
Robotic Technology
This program provides an easy-to-understand introduction
to the history and applications of robots, along with the
basic principles of robot Control Theory and engineering.
Robots are some of the most complicated machines to
have ever been made, but the basic principles of how they
work can be quite easy to understand. Robot designs can be broken down
into two different general types: Open Loop and Closed Loop. Open-loop
robots repeat the same sequence of pre-programmed actions, no matter
what. This type is commonly used by industrial robots, or other robots
that only do one job in a very structured environment. They can be very
easy to make, since they only do one thing. Closed-loop systems are much
more complicated. Instead of just going through a list of pre-programmed
actions, the robot looks at the world around it and changes its behaviour
depending on what it sees. Subjects covered include: a brief history of
robots, how robots work, types of robots, the future of robots.
22 min. • Gr. 4-9 • 2017 • TMW • K4700DVD • DVD: $59.99
5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

Ada Twist, Scientist
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). Like her classmates,
builder Iggy and inventor Rosie, scientist Ada, a character
of colour, has a boundless imagination and has always been
hopelessly curious. Why are there pointy things stuck to a
rose? Why are there hairs growing inside your nose? When
her house fills with a horrific, toe-curling smell, Ada knows
it’s up to her to find the source. Not afraid of failure, she
embarks on a fact-finding mission and conducts scientific experiments, all
in the name of discovery. But, this time, her experiments lead to even more
stink and get her into trouble! Although Ada may never find the source,
she’s able to indulge her curiosity in the ways a young scientist should.
11 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM20114 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $350

A division of

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com

2017 FALL DVD NEW RELEASES

22 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2017 • Mazzarella/Cerebellum • DVD: GH5335 – $64.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: MZGH5335 - $400

15 min. • Gr. 3-6 • 2017 • Allegro • SSKV2604
DVD: $49.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $325

and ask classmates whether they like doing the activity
on the card. (8:41 min.)

The Programs:
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SCIENCE AND NATURE
Frontline: Hunting the Nightmare
Bacteria

Investigate the rise of untreatable, antibiotic-resistant
infections, described by the CDC as “nightmare bacteria.”
There are now predictions that these superbugs will kill
more people than cancer by 2050.
60 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • FR71702 • DVD: $32.99

The Gene Doctors
Every year, over a million babies are born worldwide with a
hereditary disease. Most of these illnesses are serious, and
many are fatal. For most of the history of medicine, doctors
could only treat symptoms. Now an elite cadre of pioneers
- gene doctors - is starting to target root causes. Through
intimate stories of families whose lives are being transformed, “The Gene Doctors” takes viewers to the frontlines of a medical
revolution. This DVD features subtitles in English (SDH).
60 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • GEDO701 • DVD: $32.99

RARE: Creatures of the Photo Ark

Hang On, Monkey!
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Susan B. Neuman; read by Nancy Wu.
6:25 min. • PreK-2 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12640 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Hoot, Owl!
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Shelby Alinsky; read by Erin Cardillo.
4:40 min. • PreK-2 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12652 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Hop, Bunny!
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Susan B. Neuman; read by Bonnie Kelley-Young.
4:47 min. • PreK-2 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12644 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Sleep, Bear!
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Shelby Alinsky; read by Frankie Corzo.
5:28 min. • PreK-2 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12648 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Slither, Snake!
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Shelby Alinsky; read by Michael Crouch.
5:50 min. • PreK-2 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12656 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Cheetahs
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Laura Marsh; read by Allan Greenberg.

162 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • RARE701 • DVD: $32.99

Volcanoes
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Anne Schreiber; read by Dion Graham.

Big Pacific

2017 FALL DVD NEW RELEASES

This high-interest, educationally vetted series of beginning readers
features the magnificent images of National Geographic, accompanied
by texts written by accomplished children’s book authors and read by
outstanding narrators.

Renowned National Geographic photographer Joel
Sartore is a natural-born storyteller. His Photo Ark project is a digital “collection” of the world’s rare and at-risk
mammals, fish, amphibians, birds, reptiles, and insects,
and the focus of RARE: Creatures of the Photo Ark. This
captivating series follows Sartore as he documents threatened species in the wild, at zoos, and in nature preserves. Throughout
RARE, scientists and naturalists reveal surprising and important information about why ensuring the future of these animals is so critical.
Journey with Sartore across the globe - to Africa, Asia, Europe, North
America, and Oceania - to chronicle his experiences as he seeks to
inspire people to want to protect the many species of our planet. This
DVD features subtitles in English (SDH).
Also Available on Blu-ray – Item# RAR701B
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National Geographic Kids Series (Book + CD)

The Pacific Ocean covers one third of the Earth’s surface.
It is larger than all Earth’s land combined, holds half of our
world’s water, and hides the deepest place on our planet. It
is a place where huge and iconic, rare and dazzling creatures
live - and where creatures yet to be discovered lurk. The
Pacific sees the most violent storms, creates the most powerful waves, and is powered by the strongest currents. It boasts the largest
coral reefs and the richest kelp forests. Its submarine landscape plummets
from sea grass prairies to the ultimate abyss, and its tropical seamounts
starkly contrast with its massive ice floes. “Big Pacific” breaks the boundaries between land and sea, moving throughout the Pacific Ocean to present
a broad range of locations, species, natural phenomena and behaviours.
This DVD features subtitles in English (SDH).
265 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • BIPA700 • DVD: $39.99

13:58 min. • K-4 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12672 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Dolphins
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Melissa Stewart; read by Suzanne Toren.
15:34 min. • K-4 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12664 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Pandas
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Anne Schreiber; read by Joe Towne.
15:08 min. • K-4 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12660 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Planets
1 Paperback Book + 1 CD by Elizabeth Carney; read by L.J. Ganser.
16:25 min. • K-4 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12676 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

19:32 min. • K-4 • 2017 • Live Oak • LOM12668 • 1 PB/1CD: $25.98

Real World Science: All About Vaccines
See page 7 For details
12 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2017 • Mazzarella/Cerebellum
DVD: GH5332 - $64.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: MZGH5332 - $400

Real World Science: Biological Vectors
and Infectious Diseases
See page 7 For details
14 min. • Gr. 3-8 • 2017 • Mazzarella/Cerebellum
DVD: GH5333 – $64.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: MZGH5333 -$400

Also Available on Blu-ray – Item# BIP700B

Shark Lady: The True Story of How
Eugenie Clark Became the Ocean’s
Most Fearless Scientist
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). The true story of
Eugenie Clark, the “Shark Lady.” At nine years old, Eugenie
Clark developed an unexpected passion for sharks after a
visit to the Battery Park Aquarium in New York City. At the

time, sharks were seen as mindless killing machines, but Eugenie knew
better and set out to prove it. Despite many obstacles in her path, Eugenie
was able to study the creatures she loved so much. From her many discoveries to the shark-related myths she dispelled, Eugenie made wide scientific contributions that led to her being nicknamed “Shark Lady.”
23 min. • Gr. K-5 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79905 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $500

Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com

A division of

SOCIAL STUDIES
The Crossing

A rare, firsthand account of one of the most dangerous journeys of our time, this timely, nail-biting
documentary follows the grueling plight of a group
of Syrian refugees as they cross the Mediterranean
Sea and travel across Europe. Gritty and unflinching, “The Crossing”
delivers a poignant portrayal of the immigrant experience by taking
viewers where most documentaries seldom go and follows the group as
they split up and struggle to build new lives and establish new identities
in five different countries.
3 STARS “In light of recent events, The Crossing is a particularly timely
documentary about the plight of Syrian refugees fleeing persecution.
Recommended.” - Video Librarian, March/April 2017
55 min. • College/Adult • 2015 • Cinema Guild • CG2544 • DVD: $395
Streaming Rights Also Available – Contact us for pricing

La Laguna

An immersive, visually stunning portrait of a childhood on the margins of society by Emmy-nominated
director Aaron Schock, “La Laguna” documents the
remarkable journey undertaken by a Mayan adolescent as he tries to navigates the changing world around him in the
endangered rain forests of southern Mexico. Intimate and immersive,
and eschewing ethnography by focusing squarely on unique individuals,
“La Laguna” tells a story of one boy’s difficult choice. Through Yu’uk’s
story we feel deeply the waning moments of childhood, the strength of
fraternal bonds, the need for identity, and ultimately the search for a
place in a world not of your own making.
3 STARS “Intimate, beautifully shot....An interesting portrait, this is recommended.” - Video Librarian
38 min. • College/Adult • 2016 • Cinema Guild • CG2542 • DVD: $395
Streaming Rights Also Available – Contact us for pricing

In Pursuit of Silence
“In Pursuit of Silence” is a meditative exploration of
our relationship with silence, sound and the impact
of noise on our lives. With rapid global urbanization,
noise pollution - an often overlooked threat to one’s
well-being - is an increasing concern. When did we become so loud as
a society? Patrick Shen gathers experts, audiologists, and academics
to examine not only the cognitive effects of constant noise, but also
what we lose culturally when we have less silence. Shot over two years,
this critically acclaimed documentary takes us around the globe - from
Orfield Labs in Minneapolis, the quietest place on earth, to Mumbai,
India, a city that often has noise of over 100 decibels. An immersive
cinematic experience, “In Pursuit of Silence” inspires us to experience
silence and celebrate the wonders of our natural world.

Swim Team
What would you do if your community gave up on your
child? In New Jersey, the parents of a boy on the autism
spectrum take matters into their own hands. They form
a competitive swim team, recruiting diverse teens on the
spectrum and training them with high expectations and
zero pity. “Swim Team” chronicles the extraordinary rise
of the Jersey Hammerheads, capturing a moving quest for
inclusion, independence, and a life that feels winning. This DVD features
subtitles in English (SDH).
100 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • AMD73011 • DVD: $32.99

A division of

A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). Maria is from
Guatemala, Jin is from Korea, and Fatima is from Somalia. All
three are immigrants and new to their American elementary
school, and each has trouble speaking, writing, and sharing ideas in English. Through self-determination and with
encouragement from their peers and teachers, the students
learn to feel confident and comfortable in their new school without losing
a sense of their home country, language, and identity. Young readers from
all backgrounds will appreciate this touching story about the assimilation of
three immigrant students in a supportive school community. Anne Sibley
O’Brien is one of the founders of, “I’m Your Neighbor”, an organization that
promotes children’s literature featuring “new arrival” cultures. As the rate
of immigration increases, topics related to immigration are increasingly
more important in the classroom and home. “I’m New Here” demonstrates
how our global community can work together and build a home for all.
12 min. • Gr. K-5 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79035 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $500

SOCIAL STUDIES: HISTORY
The Turn of This Century
Featuring the iconic photography from the pre-eminent
photo documentarian of our times, “Life Magazine”, “The
Turn of This Century” is a revolutionary, modern entertainment journey through some of the big events that
shaped the world over the 20th and 21st Centuries. The
film is made entirely with iconic still photography - like
you’ve never seen it before, with music by Robert Miles.
“The Turn of This Century” goes back in time to look ahead. As the world
community connects in more ways than ever before, it connects the past
to the present with a view toward the future, as what many believe to
be the most dramatic period of change in human history continues
Familiar names and faces such as Mohandas Ghandhi, Muhammad Ali,
JFK, Martin Luther King Jr., John Lennon and Nelson Mandela are there
alongside the Suffragettes, civil rights and anti-war activists. Advocates
for the environment, nuclear disarmament and gay rights stand with
Booker T. Washington and Coco Chanel and the lone man facing the
tanks in Tiananmen Square. Also there are the pioneers, explorers and
innovations that gave us new ways to look at the planet and beyond:
The Wright Brothers, Albert Einstein, Louis Bleriot, Roald Amundsen,
Charles Lindberg, Amelia Earhart, the first men in space and on the
moon, Yuri Gagarin, Neil Armstrong – the Space Shuttle Astronauts,
photography, radio, television and the Internet. Of course the story
wouldn’t be complete without going through the big conflicts as well,
most of them almost unimaginable except for the photographic record.
“The Turn of This Century” gives viewers a new opportunity to connect with
some of the most compelling people, events and photographs of recent times.
53 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2017 • TOTC • DVD: $35
5-Year Streaming Rights: $250

Freedom Over Me
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). Inspired by the
actual will of a plantation owner that listed the worth of
each and every one of his “workers,” Ashley Bryan uses
original documents from slave auctions and plantation
estates to create moving and powerful poetry and illustrations that contrast the monetary value of a slave with
the priceless value of a person’s life experiences and dreams - things
that a slave owner could never take away.
44 min. • Gr. K-5 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79714 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $500
Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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81 min. • College/Adult • 2016 • Cinema Guild • CG2548 • DVD: $450
Streaming Rights Also Available – Contact us for pricing

I’m New Here
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SOCIAL STUDIES: HISTORY
Growth of a Nation: The United States
(1800–1850) (4 Vol.)
From fledging republic to the eve of civil war…”Growth of a Natio” is
an all-new series that chronicles the individuals and events that combined to make 1800–1850 a pivotal era in American history. The series’
twenty-two video segments explore the formation of political parties,
Louisiana Purchase, Lewis and Clark expedition, War of 1812, expansion
of popular democracy, social reform movements, settlement of the
Oregon Territory, Mexican-American War, and much more. The clear
and concise narrative is illustrated by engaging high-definition visuals,
period paintings, engravings, primary source documents, early photographs, and graphic animations-and backed by complimentary music
and sound effects. Growth of a Nation is unique in its breadth and
quality. It establishes a new benchmark for video programs documenting this transformative period and provides an invaluable instructional
resource for teachers and students alike.
Titles in Series:

•
Securing the Republic (MEDR02 • 32 min.)
In the early years of the American republic, partisan political infighting as well as external threats
imperiled America’s experiment in democracy.
Jefferson’s first election was called the “revolution of 1800” - and the War of 1812 pitted the
new republic against its old foe. The United States survived and thrived
during the era, adding to its territorial coffers and opening the vast unexplored land to the west.
•
Democracy in America
(MEDR03 • 30 min.)
President Andrew Jackson’s 1828 election was
made possible by a groundswell in popular democracy. While white male suffrage spread throughout the states and into the newly developed
territories, women, free African-Americans, and American Indians were
disenfranchised. The era witnessed the further organization of political
parties, and with it, such innovations as political conventions and party
platforms.

2017 FALL DVD NEW RELEASES

•
Expansion and Reform
(MEDR04 • 25 min.)
Advances in manufacturing and transportation
spurred a great economic expansion in the early
1900s. This fascinating process helped forge a
national identity, but fueled growing regional tensions. The turbulent transformation spurred one of the greatest burst of
reformism in American history. Countless reform movements reflected
the compulsion of Americans to restore order to their increasingly complex world.
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•
Manifest Destiny (MEDR05 • 22 min.)
In the first half of the 19th century, Americans
pushed westward across the Appalachians, the
Mississippi River, and the Rocky Mountains, en
route to the Pacific Ocean. The frontier experience
shaped the American character. At the same time,
land hunger, gold fever, and the pursuit of “Manifest Destiny” resulted in
the removal of many American Indian nations, acquisition of vast swaths
of Mexico through the Mexican-American War, and a painful debate over
the expansion of slavery.
4 x Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2017 • Media Rich • Series: S0004782
Each: DVD - $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400
Series: DVD - $215 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $1440

The Vietnam War: A Film by Ken Burns
& Lynn Novick
Ken Burns and Lynn Novick’s ten-part, 18-hour documentary series, The Vietnam War, tells the epic story of one
of the most consequential, divisive, and controversial
events in American history as it has never before been
told on film. Visceral and immersive, the series explores
the human dimensions of the war through revelatory
testimony of nearly 80 witnesses from all sides - Americans who fought
in the war and others who opposed it, as well as combatants and civilians from North and South Vietnam. Ten years in the making, the series
includes rarely seen, digitally re-mastered archival footage from sources
around the globe, photographs taken by some of the most celebrated
photojournalists of the 20th Century, historic television broadcasts,
evocative home movies, and secret audio recordings from inside the
Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon administrations. “The Vietnam War” features more than 100 iconic musical recordings from greatest artists of
the era, and haunting original music from Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross
as well as the Silk Road Ensemble featuring Yo-Yo Ma. Contains Spanish
Audio and Subtitles. This film contains subtitles in English (SDH).
1003 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • VWAR700 • 10 DVD Set: $129.99
Also Available on Blu-ray – Item# VWA700B

The Story of China with Michael Wood
The Story of China, written and presented by historian Michael Wood, explores the history of the
world’s oldest continuous state, from the ancient past
to the present day. Home to over a billion people, China
is the new super power, a country we all want to understand now, and Wood argues that to do so we have to
look at its history. A grand sweeping narrative, full of big
ideas and unexpected surprises, the series shows how the Chinese created their own distinctive vision of the world: a vision that is still alive in
the 21st century and indeed, Wood argues, is the real motor behind the
incredible and growing success of China today.
360 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • SCHI710 • DVD: $45.99
Also Available on Blu-ray – Item# SCH700B

Freedom In Congo Square
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic). As slaves
relentlessly toiled in an unjust system in 19th century
Louisiana, they all counted down the days until Sunday,
when, at least for half a day, they were briefly able to
congregate in Congo Square in New Orleans. There, they
were free to set up an open market, sing, dance, and play
music. They were free to forget their cares, their struggles, and their oppression. This poetic, nonfiction story about this little-known piece of African American history chronicles the daily duties
of such slaves - from chopping logs on Mondays to baking bread on
Wednesdays to plucking hens on Saturday - and builds to the freedom
of Sundays and the special experience of an afternoon spent in Congo
Square, capturing humanity’s capacity to find hope and joy even in the
most difficult of circumstances and demonstrating how New Orleans’
Congo Square was truly freedom’s heart.
12 min. • Gr. K-5 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79066 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $500

Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille
See page 8 for details.
25 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2017 • Dreamscape • DM79745 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $500

Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • Fax: 1866-664-7545
Customer Service: TERESA MACHADO (Ext. 247) • Teresa.Machado@globaleagle.com
Digital Streaming Solutions: MATTHEW BLIGHT (Ext. 257) • Matthew.Blight@globaleagle.com

A division of

SOCIAL STUDIES: RELIGION
Religions of the World - Oh My GOD Series
(18 Volumes)

This series takes an inviting and insightful look at the spiritual teachings,
customs and daily lives of families of different faiths. Experiencing a vast
array of traditions and social activities it explores faith through the eyes
of youth, their families and social connections as it takes a light-hearted
and honest look at faith, culture and how the youth of today view their
spiritual education as an integral part of who they are. Join host Tevya
Heller on this cultural journey in his search for God. Spiritual guides from
the world’s greatest religions provide insight into what it means to have
a little faith; whether they were born into it or discovered it on their own
and how to have a little fun along the way. By embedding himself in the
lives of devout families and their cultural communities we join Tevya as he
laughs, loves and learns more about himself and the world. From driving
a horse and buggy with the Old Order Mennonites to yoga classes with
the Zen Buddhists, this series discovers what we all have in common as we
watch and learn from cultural practices that have been passed down for
centuries.
Titles in Series:
• What is Atheism? (T2514DVD)
• What is Buddhism? (T2516DVD)
• What is Catholicism? (T2522DVD)
• What is Evangelical Christianity? (T2515DVD)
• What is First Nations? (T2521DVD)
• What is Hinduism? (T2510DVD)
• What is Islam? (T2513DVD)
• What is Jerusalem - The Seeds of Christianity? (T2527DVD)
• What is Jerusalem - The Seeds of Islam? (T2525DVD)
• What is Jerusalem - The Seeds of Judaism? (T2526DVD)
• What is Judaism? (T2512DVD)
• What is Mennonite? (T2517DVD)
• What is Pentecostalism? (T2519DVD)
• What is Rastafari? (T2523DVD)
• What is Shintoism? (T2524DVD)
• What is Sikhism? (T2520DVD)
• What is Wicca? (T2511DVD)
• What is Zoroastrianism? (T2518DVD)
18x26 min. • Gr. 8-A • 2013-15 • TMW • S0004775 • DVD Series: $995 • Each: $59.99 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: Series: $6,412 • Each: $475

TRAVEL AND TOURISM
Globe Trekker: Traveling in the ‘70s
Discover the art of travel with a nostalgic journey to the seventies. Experts share archive footage and reminisce with host Dean
Cycon, while travelers fondly revisit journeys to colourful destinations of the seventies, and sometimes the unconventional ways that
they got around. Relive iconic traveling experiences that defined travel over the next fifty years in two exciting episodes of action
and adventure: “The Road to Freedom,” and “Up, Up and Away.”

Please visit our website www.visualed.com for over 150 other episodes in the Globe Trekker Series.

Purchase a combination of 10 or more DVDs from the Globe Trekker! !!
Series and receive a 10% discount off the listed pricing!

A division of
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1

Award winning content for the K-12 market with new content added daily

2

STATE-OF-THE-ART intuitive platform which is both EASY to navigate and
user friendly!

3

SEAMLESS Google Integration

4

GO-TO-RESOURCE for Flipped Classrooms, Blended Learning, Project-Based
Instruction, and 1:1 Environments

5

VALIDATED by Canadian Schools (more than 70% of the Canadian K-12
Market subscribes to Learn360)

Contact Your Technology Information Specialist to get login information

www.learn360.ca
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Title

The Turn of This Century (TOTC)

Physical
Year
Producer
Country
Audience

Synopsis

Colour; Sound; 53 minutes
2014
The Turn of This Century Production (TOTC)
Canada
Intermediate Grades (7-8), Senior Grades (9-12), College/University,
Adult (ISCA)
Prog type Documentary
Rights
Canada Only
Featuring the iconic photography from the pre-eminent photo documentarian of our
times - LIFE Magazine, and images from the world leader in digital photography GettyImages, "The Turn of This Century" is a revolutionary, modern entertainment
journey through some of the big events that shaped the world over the 20th and 21st
centuries. The film is made entirely with still photography, like you've never seen it
before, with music by Robert Miles.
"The Turn of This Century" goes back in time to look ahead. It connects the past to
the present with a view toward the future, as what many believe to be the most
dramatic period of change in human history continues.
Familiar names and faces such as Mohandas Gandhi, Muhammad Ali, JFK, Martin
Luther King Jr., John Lennon and Nelson Mandela are there alongside the
suffragettes, civil rights and anti-war activists. Advocates for the environment, nuclear
disarmament and gay rights stand with Booker T. Washington and Coco Chanel and
the lone man facing the tanks in Tiananmen Square. Also there are the pioneers,
explorers and innovators that gave us new ways to look at the planet and beyond: The
Wright Brothers, Albert Einstein, Louis Bleriot, Roald Amundsen, Charles Lindberg,
Amelia Earhart, the first men in space and on the moon, Yuri Gagarin, Neil Armstrong,
the Space Shuttle astronauts, photography, radio, television and the Internet. Of
course the story wouldn't be complete without going through the big conflicts as well,
most of them almost unimaginable except for the photographic record.
The human race is moving faster than ever. Population continues to grow. Technology
continues to push past previous limits. The world is becoming more closely
intertwined and more intense as the speed and pressure of more people sharing a
common planet continues to evolve, and challenges us in ways never before
imagined.

http://media3.criterionpic.com/htbin/wwform/217?T=TOTC[11/29/2017 9:59:37 AM]

Film/Video Catalog
We are being pushed together into a new world, one where previous boundaries are
transcended and previously entrenched ideologies face new pressures from the
increasing melting pot of diversity of people, cultures, ideals, traditions and desires.

Review
Subjects
Note
Holdings

"The Turn of This Century" provides viewers a new opportunity to experience some of
our collective journey by connecting with some of the most compelling people, events
and photographs of recent times - in a way never before presented.
4.3/5 Stars - "I found 'The Turn of This Century' to be absolutely gripping. I simply
could not look away. Absolutely mesmerizing" - Dan Schiller, I Want My Two Dollars!
History; World History; Social Studies; Space / Astronomy; War & Military; Special
Interest
Streaming Rights Available - YES
Is it on Learn360 - NO
$35.00 

DVD
:
Buy
5-Year Streaming - Boards/Colleges

:

Buy

$250.00 
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